
Check In

Grab an index card, write your name, and answer the following:

What are two benefits of a fixed exchange rate? What are two
costs of a fixed exchange rate?



Why does the balance of payments
matter? What causes financial crises?



Recap

Exchange rate
Price at which one currency is exchanged for another

Governments choose the exchange rate regime and the
exchange rate level

Fix or float? Stability or autonomy?

Strong or weak? Purchasing power or competitiveness?

There is no right answer. Instead, there are tradeoffs

That means the choice of exchange rate policy is political

Politicians want flexibility to manipulate the economy around
elections

More international: stronger preference for fixed

More tradable: stronger preference for weak

Nuance: Inputs, foreign currency liabilities, pass-through



Balance of payments

The balance of payments
The BOP is an accounting device that records all international
transactions between a particular country and the rest of the world
in a given period (usually quarterly or annual)

Any transaction that causes money to flow into the country is
a credit to its BOP

Any transaction that causes money to flow out of the country
is a debit to its BOP

The BOP includes transactions between individuals, businesses and
government agencies.



Balance of payments

A single purchase will always affect both involved countries’ BOP.

For example:

Someone in England buys a South Korean radio

This is a debit in the British account
This is a credit in the Korean account

A Brazilian company sends an interest payment on a loan to a
US bank

This is a debit in the Brazilian account
This is a credit in the American account



Balance of payments

The BOP is divided into two accounts:

The current account
The current account measures the movement of goods and services
into a country

The capital account
The capital account measures change in the ownership of national
assets

*The Oatley textbook only uses the capital account. The IMF adds another
layer to this and divides the capital account into capital transfers and financial
transfers.



The current account

The current account consists of four sub-components:

Merchandise trade: imports and exports of raw and
manufactured goods

Services trade: imports and exports of service activities
(tourism, business services, banking services, transportation,
consulting, etc.)

Income receipts: Income from derived ownership of assets
(royalties, licensing fees, interest, etc).

Unilateral transfers: One way transfers of assets
(remittances, gifts, foreign aid, etc).

*When the media talk about the trade balance, they add the balance of
merchandise trade and services trade
*Trade makes up the bulk of the current account



The capital account

The capital account consists of two sub-components:

Capital transfers: transfer of non-financial and
non-productive assets (land, trademarks, debt forgiveness,
death/estate taxes, migrants)

Financial transfers: flows relating to investment in business,
real estate, bonds, stocks and FDI

*Remember each category includes actions by individuals, firms, and
governments. The financial account in particular includes governments’ gold
and foreign currency reserves, IMF reserves, etc.
*Financial transfers make up the bulk of the capital account



Putting it together

Current account: Exports - imports +(net income receipts + net
unilateral transfers)

Credit: A Canadian buys US wheat

Debit: An American buys Canadian lumber

Surplus: A country is producing more than it is buying

Deficit: A country is buying more than it is producing

Capital account: Foreign ownership of domestic assets - Domestic
ownership of foreign assets

Credit/Inflow: A Canadian purchases US stock

Debit/outflow: An American purchases Canadian stock

Surplus: investment is flowing into the country (foreigners are
investing in the country)

Deficit: investment is flowing out of the country (citizens are
investing out of the country)



Putting it together

The current and capital accounts should be mirror images of each
other:

Current account-capital account=0

Current account deficit = capital account surplus

A country is buying more than it produces. It is building up its
liabilities and borrowings to pay for the extra goods.

Current account surplus = capital account deficit

A country is producing more than it is buying. The excess
earnings are being reinvested in the rest of the world.



Example

*There are usually small discrepancies in the balance of payments



Role of the exchange rate

Where do exchange rates fit in? Exchange rates play a large
role in the current account

The trade balance is the bulk of the current account

An overvalued currency makes imports cheaper and exports
less competitive

Establish/widen a current account deficit

An undervalued currency makes exports more competitive and
imports more expensive

Establish/widen a current account surplus



Role of the exchange rate

The exchange rate affects what/how much governments, firms and
citizens buy or sell → Purchasing decisions affect the balance of
payments



Importance of the exchange rate to firms

So far in 2017, Toyota is the largest automobile manufacturer.
Part of this growth stems from favorable exchange rates

Through the 1990s and 2000s, Japan’s exchange rate was
overvalued

Beginning in 2012, the yen started to decline relative to the
USD

This was good for Japanese exporters



Yen exchange rate (historical)



Yen exchange rate (recent)



Toyota

Prior to 2012, when the Yen was high- Toyota lost out to
South Korea and Hyundai

The exchange rate made it possible for Hyundai to add
features and sell at a lower cost than Toyota

Every change in the exchange rate affected Toyota’s profits

Why is Toyota particularly sensitive to changes in the yen?
Toyota is dedicated to keeping the bulk of production in
Japan

Locating production in the destination country eliminates
exchange rate conversion



Toyota



Japanese Current Account Surplus

Toyota’s improvement is indicative of all Japanese manufacturing.
Low exchange rates and recovery from Fukushima, have restored a
current account surplus and positive trade balance.



Currency wars

So why don’t we all competitively depreciate?

Currency wars
A currency war is an international situation where countries seek to
gain trade advantages over others by competitively lowering
exchange rates

A low exchange rate will increase exports and decrease imports

Can create a current account surplus

Prisoner’s dilemma outcome with low international trade

Example: Competitive devaluations in the 1930s after countries
broke with the gold standard



Currency wars

Historically, currency wars have been rare!

Countries prefer to keep a high value of their currency

Increased purchasing power

Countries increasingly rely on the markets to set their
exchange rates

New effort to coordinate and avoid competitive devaluation in
the G7 and G20



Current account deficit

Does the balance of the current account matter?



Current account deficit

Politicians say yes....



Passing the blame

Politicians have also been quick to blame the US’ trade deficit on:

Unfair practices of trade partners

“Bad” free trade agreements

Politicians have blamed the US’ trade deficit for:

A lack of competitiveness

The loss of jobs (particularly in manufacturing)

Low growth



Politicians say yes...

Politicians have also been quick to blame the US’ trade deficit on:

Unfair practices of trade partners

“Bad” free trade agreements

Politicians have blamed the US’ trade deficit for:

A lack of competitiveness

The loss of jobs (particularly in manufacturing)

Low growth

Is this rhetoric or is a current account deficit bad for America?



Another perspective

The bulk of the current account is made up of the import/export
of goods and services. Let’s simplify:

Current account deficit = value of exports > value of imports

We can also consider think of this in terms of savings and
investment:

Current account deficit = net savings < net investments



Bilateral or aggregate

The current account can be measured bilaterally or aggregately.

A country will have a surplus with some and a deficit with others.
The aggregate trade balance is what we should care about.



A problem?

To run a current account deficit, a country has to build up
liabilities and borrow from the rest of the world.

Investment is flowing into the country

A country is using other people’s savings to spur
productivity and growth



A problem?

To run a current account deficit, a country has to build up
liabilities and borrow from the rest of the world.

Investment is flowing into the country

A country is using other people’s savings to spur
productivity and growth

There is nothing inherently wrong with a current account deficit,
especially in the short term



Drawbacks

A current account deficit:

Requires that countries be able to pay back loans/investment
and remain solvent

Increases dependence on external financing

Can leave the economy vulnerable to shocks

Means that some sectors (usually manufacturing) are more
affected



Benefits

A current account deficit:

Means people are investing in the country

Signals that the country is a financial safe haven

Can spur future output and economic growth if the
investment is used productively



Benefits

A current account deficit:

Means people are investing in the country

Signals that the country is a financial safe haven

Can spur future output and economic growth if the
investment is used productively

“We’re essentially borrowing from the rest of the world at
relatively low interest rates to be able to make the investments we
need without having to do the savings ourselves.” (economist Chad
Brown)



Benefits

“When economists hear, ’Our goal is reduce the trade deficit,’ it
baffles us. He’s either using it as a cheap political ploy or there’s a
misconception - he doesn’t understand how it operates.”
(economist Gordon Hanson, UCSD)



China

If a current account deficit isn’t “bad” why is there so much
rhetoric about China?



Trade Imbalance



Trade Imbalance

In 2016:

The US goods and services trade deficit with the rest of the
world was $502.3 billion

The US goods and services trade deficit with China was
$309.6 billion

China is the US’ 3rd largest export market

The US is China’s largest export market



Placing blame

Political opposition to the US’ trade deficit with China was focused
on the value of Chinese currency, the renimbi.



The Renimbi



History

China pegged its currency to the USD in 1994

Due to weak domestic economy and desire to focus on export
industry

Increases demand for Chinese goods at the expense of US
goods

Plants large amounts of USD in Chinese reserves



History

2005: China officially gives up its peg, but maintains a
managed floating exchange rate

2008: China justifies the undervalued renimbi with the
financial crisis

2010: increasing threat of currency war

US exerted significant pressure on China to appreciate their
currency (only yielded a temporary 2% appreciation)
The US was involved in quantitative easening (increases in
money supply) that exerted downward pressure on the dollar
Japan, South Korea, and Taiwan also tried to cut the value of
their currency

10/2010: G20 meeting yields agreement for more
cooperation and supervision by the IMF

2011: conflict largely subsidies



The debate continued

2016: Trump runs on promises to label China a currency
manipulator

2017: Evidence indicates that China is bolstering its currency
rather than depreciating it

Other the past ten years:

China’s current account has come down to 2% GDP
The renimbi has appreciated in real terms
Reserves as a % of GDP have gone from 50% to 25%
Since 2014, China was had to use $1 trillion to prop up the
renimbi due to capital and investment leaving China

2017: Trump rescinds his promise



Financial Crises

“Financial crises are nothing new. They have been around since
the development of money and financial markets.”



Financial Crisis

Financial Crisis
A financial crisis is a situation in which the value of financial
institutions or assets drops rapidly

Lots of events can trigger a financial crisis including:

Banking crises

Currency crises

Sovereign defaults

Inflation crises

Bursting of asset price bubbles

Domestic debt crises



Financial Crisis

Financial Crisis
A financial crisis is a situation in which the value of financial
institutions or assets drops rapidly

Lots of events can trigger a financial crisis including:

Banking crises

Currency crises

External debt crises

Inflation crises

Bursting of asset price bubbles

Domestic debt crises



Different types of crises

Banking crises
In a banking crisis, a nation finds that significant part of its
banking sector has become insolvent after heavy investment losses,
banking panics or both

2007-2009 Great Recession

Elements of the 1997 East Asian crisis

Currency crises
In a currency crisis, the value of a country’s currency falls
precipitously, often in spite of government guarantees

1997 East Asian crisis

External debt crises
In a sovereign default, a government fails to meet payments on its
external obligations

1980s Latin American debt crisis



What do they have in common?

Serial crises
Countries often have multiple types of financial crises that occur
together* and multiple crisis episodes that occur within a short
time frame.**

*Thailand had both a banking crisis and a currency crisis in 1997.
*Mexico defaulted on its commercial bank debt in 1982 and its tesobono debt
in 1994.



What do they have in common?

This time is different syndrome
“If there is one common theme to the vast range of crises...it is
that excessive debt accumulation, whether it be by the
government, banks, corporations, or consumers, often poses
greater systematic risks than it seems during the boom.”

OR

Boom and bust cycle syndrome
“The cycle typically starts with changes in international capital
markets that create new opportunities...to attract foreign capital.
Wanting to exploit foreign capital...countries exploit this
opportunity with energy...Eventually, countries accumulate large
foreign debt burdens and are pushed towards default.”



Cycles

Over borrowing → Crisis → Adjustment/Resolution



Why obligations accumulate

Foreign capital adds to the pool of savings available to finance
investments in productivity

Foreign capital can be supplied with foreign aid or private
private capital flows

Private capital flows include commercial bank lending, stocks,
bonds, or FDI

Private flows have historically been larger than foreign aid
flows

Private lenders compensate for risk (default, political or
exchange rate risk) through the interest rate charged



Case study 1: Latin American debt crisis



Demand for foreign capital

Why did borrowers “over borrow”

1. To finance development under ISI

Import substitution industrialization: A protectionist
government policy to replace foreign imports of manufactured
goods with domestic production

Placed high tariffs on imports
Goal was to lessen dependence on advanced nations
ISI has positive results early on
But never succeeded!

Bias against exports meant that ISI countries needed capital
inflows

Bank loans provided the capital to buy machines for infant
industry

Loans were used to pay for costly factory machinery



Demand for foreign capital

2. Loans were an alternative to FDI

Developing countries were wary of MNCs due to their
imperialist legacy

Were also threatened by covert US government intervention

Bank loans did not carry a loss of control

3. To pay for growing energy bills

Oil shock of 1973 raised oil prices

To pay the increased energy bill, developing countries needed
loans



Supply of foreign capital

Why did lenders “over lend”?

1. Petrodollars

1973 oil shock greatly raised oil revenues

Generated trade surpluses in the oil exporting countries

Oil exporters placed these revenues in Western commercial
banks

Commercial banks sought for a safe place to invest these
petrodollars

Increased lending to Latin America



Oil costs



Petrodollar recycling

1. Rise in oil prices after 1973 provided OPEC members with a
huge windfall. OPEC nations deposited petrodollars in Western
commercial banks (Bank of America, Citicorp, etc)
2. Banks lent money to developing countries, who wanted to
industrialize under ISI and use loans to finance development
3. Developing countries used loans to pay for growing energy
imports



Supply of foreign capital

2. High growth rates from early ISI made L.A. attractive

From 1960 to 1980, Latin America was growing quickly

ISI was initially successful, making Latin America took like a
safe investment

3. Herd mentality

There were huge profits for banks early on

This stimulated a dangerous rush to lend

Banks competed against each other to invest



Unsustainable debt burden



Precipitating the crisis

Stagflation in the United States

In the late 70s-early 80s, the United States experienced
stagflation

Stagflation = depression and inflation

Depression decreased US demand for developing country
exports

To reduce inflation, the US Fed raised interest rates



Why interest rates matter

High US interest rates were a problem for two reasons:

1. Higher interest rates

High interest rates make borrowing money expensive and
restrict money supply

Loans contracted by developing countries were taken out of
variable interest rates

Developing country debtors pay more

2. USD appreciation

Restricted money supply led to an appreciation of the USD

Investors also flocked to the US to take advantage of high
interest rates, led to demand for the USD

Developing country loans were repayable in USD

Developing country debtors pay more
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Mexico 1982

Developing countries initially responded to these shocks by
borrowing more

By 1982, debt service made up 50% of all export earnings

In August 1982, Mexico announced that it could no longer afford
to pay its debts. Mexico imposed a unilateral moratorium of 90
days, requested a renegotiation of payment periods, and required
new loans to fulfill prior obligations



Regional crisis

Commercial banks reacted to Mexico’s announcement by ceasing
loans to all of Latin America.

Without new loans to pay current commitments, defaults occurred
across the region:

Argentina (1982)

Dominican Republican (1982)

Panama (1982)

Venezuela (1982)

Brazil (1983)

Chile (1983)

Costa Rica (1983)

Peru (1983)



Resolution of the debt crisis

Phase 1. New lending

Placed all the burden on the debtors

Provided new loans to pay old loans - essentially ’rolling over’
the debt

New loans were provided on the condition that debtors
implement IMF sanctioned austerity programs

Set of measures to solve economic discrepancies
Privatization, market liberalization, balanced budgets, tax
reforms, etc.

Phase 2. Debt reduction

Series of repeat defaults required a new solution

Brady Plan of 1989 reduced debt and lowered interest rates



The Brady Plan

US Treasury Secretary Nicholas Brady proposed a solution to the
debt crisis:

Debtor countries negotiated large reductions of 30− 50% in
their overall level of debt

Placed some burdens on the creditors

Bank loans were converted into ’Brady bonds’ which
diversified risk away from commercial banks

These bonds were sold in international credit markets

Banks essentially sold of their claims

Developing countries were eventually able to reenter and
borrow on international capital markets



Long term impact

The 1980s was called the Lost Decade
IMF requirements for new loans led to the abandonment of ISI
and a switch to liberal economic policies
IMF austerity also led to restricted government spending and
a decline in incomes, imports and employment - much of this
anger was directed against the IMF
Left a legacy of resentment for IMF intervention
Economic growth stagnated and did not recover until the
1990s



Anger at the IMF



This time was not so different

“Despite the many warning signs that the LDCs’ debt level was
unsustainable and that US banks were overexposed to that debt,
market participants did not seem to recognize the problem until it
had already erupted.”



Recap

The balance of payments
The BOP is an accounting device that records all international
transactions between a particular country and the rest of the world
in a given period (usually quarterly or annual)

Current account: measures the movement of goods and
services into a country
Capital account: measures change in the ownership of
national assets
Exchange rates effect the current account (Toyota)
Current account deficits are not inherently wrong (US vs.
China)

Financial Crises
A financial crisis is a situation in which the value of financial
institutions or assets drops rapidly

Banking crises, currency crises, external debt crises
Commonality: This time is different syndrome
The Latin American debt crisis


